De Gruyter Open
Institutional Membership
As part of De Gruyter, we publish more than 400 scholarly journals across many disciplines in the Open
Access Model. Most of these belong to universities, research institutes and societies. As a result of the recent
developments in Open Access (OA) publishing and the rapid expansion of De Gruyter Open’s portfolio, we
have introduced our Institutional Membership offer. Its key principles are:
ff

15% discount on all Open Access publications or 20% discount under consortia offers

ff

No charges from any membership, annual or additional fees

ff

Post-Payment offer with invoicing once a year (special terms negotiable, e.g. pre-payment or more
frequent invoicing)

WITH THE DE GRUYTER OPEN INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP,
ANY MEMBER INSTITUTION CAN:
ff

Plan: Estimate its budget for the publications authored by affiliated authors and published by De Gruyter
Open in a given year

ff

Save time: Receive the simplest administration of budget spending, including verification of the author’s
affiliation by De Gruyter Open

ff

Save costs: Profit from discounts offered not only on ‘pure’ Open Access articles and books, but also
on hybrid Open Access options under the De Gruyter Open Library program (where articles in hybrid
journals and c ontributions (book chapters) in edited volumes can be made available via Open Access,
also retrospectively, according to the fees table that applies to ‘pure’ OA publications)

ff

Pay later: Cover the discounted costs for publications by affiliated authors published by De Gruyter Open
only at the end of a given calendar year, and when an inventory of these publications has been prepared and
approved

ff

Enjoy great benefits: Receive top OA publishing services, distribution and increased visibility for all
published articles

degruyteropen.com

Affiliated authors who publish with De Gruyter Open
benefit from:
ff

Simple and easy handling of publication fees

ff

Use of top quality publishing technology and powerful promotion

ff

Full coverage of articles and books by abstracting & indexing services, distribution of content to users
globally through aggregators and discovery services

ff

More citation opportunities as a result of greater visibility

PUBLISHING FEES
Article Processing Charges (APCs)

Book Processing Charges

ff€1,500 - molecular biology, medicine,

ff€10,000 - Book Processing Charge

biomedicine
ff€1,000 - rest of biology (plant sciences,

zoology), science, engineering, economics,
business, law

irrespective of its subject area
ff€1,500 - Book Chapter Processing Charge

irrespective of its subject area

ff€500 - rest of social sciences, humanities

If you are interested in learning more about our Open Access Institutional Membership program and how it
can work for your organization, please visit http://degruyteropen.com/you/librarian/institutional-membership
and contact us (E-Mail: Katarzyna.Kozinska@degruyteropen.com). We would be pleased to meet with you
personally and to start discussions regarding the possibilities of Open Access publishing for your organization
as an Institutional Member of De Gruyter Open.
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De Gruyter Open (www.degruyteropen.com) is one of the world's leading publishers of open access scientific content. Today De Gruyter Open publishes
about 400 own and third-party scholarly journals across all major disciplines. The company was established in 2001 and is now part of the De Gruyter
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endorsed by the international research community and some of the world's top scientists – Nobel Prize Winners included. The company is on the constant

mission to make best scientific content freely available to all scholars and readers alike.

